ADDENDUM 4

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Claudia Sepulveda, Bid Clerk/Buyer

Date: December 14, 2006

Subject: Bid# 06-106, Sheriff's Headquarters Remodeling Project

The opening date has been extended to Wednesday, December 27, 2006 at 2:00 p.m. However, the deadline for questions has not been extended.

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal. The Facilities Management Department has responded to the following questions:

1. Will the bid go directly through the County of El Paso or General Contractor regarding the Telecommunication portion?

   Submit your bid to the General Contractors.

2. In the Spec Book, page 33000-4 for voice telecommunications the cable type is specified as Plenum cable Cat3, however on the drawings (sheet E3.1 note 7) the type is listed as Plenum cable Cat6. Please verify the type of cable that needs to be utilized for voice telecommunications.

   **Voice trunk cable from the MDF to each IDF shall be Cat 3 per riser diagram on sheet E-3.1. Voice cable for voice/ data drops shall be white Cat 3 per voice/ data drop detail on sheet E-2.1 The blue Cat 6 cables shown on the voice/ data outlets details on sheet E-2.1 are for data. Keyed note 7 on sheet E-3.1 shall be revised to read “Telephone Cat 3” in lieu of “Telephone Cat 6”.

3. In the Spec Book, page 33000-7 under item 6, optic fiber used specifies 62.5/1125 or 50/125 multi mode fiber. Which fiber will be utilized for bidding purposes on this project?

   **Use 50/125 um multi mode fiber optic cable.**
4. All through the spec book it references cat6, but in warranty section 13 you reference 500MHz. Do you want a minimal compliant cat6 solution or do you want a solution with 500MHZ through put?

Provide 500 MHZ minimum transmission performance per the “warranty” paragraph on page 33000-15, Section 33000.

5. MDFIA is not addressed as far as backbone cable and fiber back to the MDF. What are the requirements for MDFIA?

Backbone cable and fiber optic cable for the “MDFIA” shall be furnished and installed by the Owner.